
Mobile Application Management (MAM)
     Publish, push, configure, monitor, 
     update and secure mobile apps

Separate personal vs company data &
apps on personal devices
      Restrict copy/paste of company data
      Require Pin Access
      Remote Company Data Wipe

Malware Protection      
      Defender for Endpoint
      Antivirus, Firewall, Real-time Threat

Application Protection
      Push apps & Windows updates

Protect Against Stolen Credentials
      MFA, Credential Guard
      Password policies
      Conditional Access

 Security 

Identity

Security 

A
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 Security 

Document

     Guest management
     File labeling & encryption
     PII protection with DLP user tips
     Data identification & classification
     Granular control over Data Access  
     Management

Trustpilot

Security

All Device
Mobile Device Management (MDM)
      Attack Surface Reduction
      Remote Data Wipe 

Device Compliance & Restrictions

Personal (BYOD) Corporate

Simplify Sign-in
      SSO, Passwordless 

 Protection Beyond Email Security

Official quarterly proof your
company data is secure, so you can
provide to partners, vendors or
customers 

Protect sensitive information as it travels
inside and outside your organization

A turnkey solution for Microsoft services, ensuring speedy implementation and
reliable support for email, identity, document, and personal and corporate device
security, along with ongoing support from BEMO security experts

BEMO Gold Cybersecurity

60% of BYO (personal) devices 
AREN'T secured by IT

87% of companies rely on employees 
accessing business apps from

 personal smartphones
95% of data leaks are caused by insiders

Christopher T.

"What does BEMO do for you?"
-"Helps me sleep at night."

TrustScore 4.8 | Excellent
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UmanDIVfLBs&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhUPG05_EkA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhUPG05_EkA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxasQu893vY&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhUPG05_EkA
https://offers.bemopro.com/book-a-meeting-with-sales
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxasQu893vY&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxasQu893vY&t=2s
https://www.bemopro.com/gold-cybersecurity


BEMO Cybersecurity Framework

We monitor and send you automatic
notifications about risky sign-ons, device
and email malware, spam, phishing and
other threat attempts.

Microsoft Defender for Endpoint
automatically remediates potentially
compromised assets

In the rare case a breach does occur, with
the Gold Security Package, you get up to
85% off your BEMO expert remediation
cost!

PROTECT
With the BEMO Gold Package, we
configure your email, corporate and
personal devices, and document and
identity security using up-to-date best
practices.

Zero-Trust Approach 
for End-to-End Protection

DETECT

RESPOND

IDENTIFY

&

Monthly Price $39 / user
10 seats minimum purchase

Required Microsoft License: 
M365 E5 or Business Premium +
E5 Information Protection &
Governance + Azure AD P2 (2)

Detect Attacks Before They
Cause Damage

Why do I need document security? It is becoming
critical for businesses of every size to prevent
sensitive data and customer information from leaving
the organization. Document security can help SMBs
not only in protecting their intellectual property but
also in achieving regulatory compliance through
reporting capabilities, data retention policies, and
employee awareness. 

Speak with
us here

www.bemopro.com

How does BEMO get access to our system if we choose the Gold package? We use GDAP (Granular Delegated
Admin Privileges) to remotely access your system for maintenance and support purposes. GDAP is a secure platform
that enables granular and delegated access instead of a Global Administrator role based on the specific needs and
permissions granted to BEMO. To learn more, visit our blog post on GDAP.

Can I get my Microsoft licenses through Microsoft
directly and still get a security package? All our
customers are required to get their Microsoft licenses
through BEMO. The licensing and the security
package cannot be separate. This is how we are able
to gain access to your tenant to enable all of the
security features in our various BEMO packages, as
well as provide break-fix support for your Office Suite.

Unified View of Assets

We proactively update your security configuration  according
to Microsoft changes and new employees to shore up any gaps
in your defenses.

View and assess your risk with Microsoft Secure Score

"From start to finish, BEMO had a fantastic process that
exceeded our expectations and helped us reach our goals. 

It is such a relief to have a company like BEMO that 
we can turn to for our IT and cybersecurity needs."

 - Brian A.

True security goes beyond
just protection measures.
Here's how BEMO's Gold

Cybersecurity package fits
within our comprehensive
framework to secure your

business. 

What’s the difference between Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
and an Azure Information Protection (AIP)? Both AIP and
DLP work together to provide comprehensive protection for
your data across different locations and devices. AIP classifies
and protects your data at the source, while DLP monitors and
prevents your data from leaving your organization or reaching
the wrong hands. AIP allows encryption and access control
policies to your documents, so that only authorized users  can
open, edit, or share them. AIP allows you to classify and label
your documents based on their sensitivity level. DLP detects
and prevents your sensitive data from being accidentally or
maliciously shared with people who should not have it. DLP
uses predefined or custom rules to identify sensitive
information types such as credit card numbers, health records,
or social security numbers. DLP can also monitor and block
actions that might expose your sensitive data, such as sending
an email, uploading a file, or copying to a USB drive.

Frequently Asked Questions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UmanDIVfLBs
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